Evaluation of Lawyers

He resigned as a senior official (Vaud) Switzerland. At the time, he called himself
to be a cantonal «Judge». He became again a first instance «Judge» in Lausanne.
He «worked» at the Palace of the Hermitage, Route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne,
and now again at his office at Montbenon, Lausanne.

Home address: Chemin Neuf 94, 1028 Préverenges
Private telephone: 021 801 75 04 - 079 371 94 67
According to the 24 Heures of May 24, 2014, he resigned after falling in love with
a colleague active at the criminal appeals chamber. This is Yasmina BENDANI.
Since end of 2015, his new mistress cohabits officially with COLELOUGH.
Proof: mailbox taken in photo below.

.

Yasmina BENDANI.
COLELOUGH’s gangster bride

Philippe COLELOUGH
The Super-Franco-VERDA of the Vaudois

The Super-Franco-VERDA of the Vaudois (see google search)
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In April 2001, I discovered the corruption and the scams by the federal «Judge»
Roland Max SCHNEIDER (see google search). The victim of this deception,
the ETH architect Erhard KELLER can be contacted at his mobile number
0041 79 874 35 50.
Late 2001, I came across the Naghi GASHTIKHAH case who literally got looted
by the Vaudois. He can also be reached at his cell phone
0041 78 761 61 39 or by e-mail: easybuildingch@gmail.com
These cases made me understand that the judiciary banditism has a solid tradition
in the canton of Vaud.
At the same time, I met Marc-Etienne BURDET, another notorious protester
whose reputation has also been dragged through the mud by the concentrated
power of the media. He was the first who attracted my attention on
COLELOUGH, at the time «Judge» of the North Vaudois and of Broye, who
wreaked havoc closely with a gang active in real estate. For example with the
notaries from Echallens Michel MOUQUIN (former radical President of the
Grand Conseil VD, alcoholic), his colleague Roland NIKLAUS at Oron-la-Ville
and the employee of the prosecution Office at Yverdon-les-Bains, Gilbert
LAURENT.
BURDET analyzed several cases of judicial blunders, among others the one
concerning his brother Michel BURDET, which he published on Internet.
Then COLELOUGH was appointed «Judge» for the district of Lausanne. In 2006
and early 2007 I had the opportunity have tough dealings with COLELOUGH –
also in a real estate deal at the court of Montbenon/Lausanne. Three times he
ordered me to sign the sale of my villa in St-Prex at a sold-off price along with
his order «immediately enforceable, notwithstanding appeal» the last time in
complicity with the villain notary Claude BALLY in Rolle. Aware of the real
criminal banditry of COLELOUGH, and advised by a lawyer staying discrete, I
managed to knock him out k.o. legally speaking.
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Michèle HERZOG was not as lucky, because she did not know that the Vaudois
real estate market is plagued by a Mafia better organized even than that of
Marseille. Her mother had had two daughters of a first marriage, of whom
Michèle. As second husband she married real-estate promoter Philippe
GALLAND, and had yet another daughter. At 42, she finally gave birth to the
Crown Prince Patrice GALLAND. At the father’s retirement in 1994, Patrice
GALLAND and took over the management of his father’s companies, who died
on June 5, 2003. His will stipulated that the three daughters (his own daughter
Anne and the stepdaughters, including Michèle HERZOG) shall each inherit 10
% of the company Fontatrez Holding SA. The Crown Prince was going to get the
rest that is 70 %. Michèle HERZOG, who has a computer science education,
quickly realized that her stepbrother had retracted a good part of this inheritance
to his opaque empire of companies, draining Fontatrez Holding SA to other
companies under his control, before June 5, 2003, and establishing new entities
and renaming them at fast pace before and after the father’s death. She did not
know that the Hydra of the Vaudois real estate Mafia had grown its heads way
into the judiciary apparatus. Together with her half-sister Anne, they mandated
the lawyer Philippe REYMOND for their defense, one of COLELOUGH’s
buddies.
Anne quickly resigned, but Michèle HERZOG continued to fight.
She wanted to prove that the inventory of the Fontatrez Holding SA company was
biased. To determine this, there were among others in the civil proceedings case
«document number 203» (the full inventory of the Galland & Cie SA shares – the
parent company of Patrice GALLAND’s empire – for the years 1999 to 2001) as
a mandatory accounting piece of evidence. With cold blood REYMOND said that
he had checked that document and found that everything was okay, while Patrice
GALLAND – the assesse – said later, on August 18, 2009 through his lawyer
Rémy WYLER, that he had never submitted this very document to this Mafia
lawyer: «… has never been given to attorney Philippe REYMOND or to Michèle
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HERZOG». As a result, the inventory of the total assets to be shared has not
been done properly. And yet, for a succession, it is essential to know how
much is to be shared.
The lawyer Philippe REYMOND was not the only one to have forged false
documents in this case. Consequently, he has «sold» his client, Michèle
HERZOG. In studying this file, you find that there is a whole gang composed of
notaries and trustees, half the Who’s Who of the world of the Vaudois real estate
business, who delivered strange self-satisfying statements, false testimonies,
document forgeries – all covered up by the Vaudois cantonal «Judge»
BATTISTOLO (Decision of June 13, 2007), followed by COLELOUGH. This
explains why the mentioned mafia members are so cheeky.
At the hearing of May 4, 2009, in the context of criminal proceedings launched
by the lawyer Philippe REYMOND, for alleged infringement to his honor, Mrs.
Michèle HERZOG banged her fist on the table and insisted to obtain the document
number 203. Thereupon COLELOUGH interrupted the hearing, «until the legal
situation is clarified as to know about the fate of the requisition to produce the
document number 203 made by Michèle HERZOG in a note received at the courts
administration service…» COLELOUGH understood therefore perfectly well
that, at that time, there was an imperative need to take knowledge of this document
number 203 (the inventory of the Fontatrez Holding SA company to establish the
reality of the assets). Later, on page 7 of his judgment of September 23, 2010,
COLELOUGH claimed «that this document (number 203) can therefore only be
irrelevant to appreciate the diligence of the plaintiff Philippe REYMOND…»
This is in flagrant contradiction with his own decision of May 4, 2010. If
COLELOUGH had changed his mind to insinuate that this document was
«irrelevant», it only proofs that he is a Mafioso. Perhaps had he not yet performed
the bribe on May 4, 2010 and that he had not yet been motivated at that time to
commit a judicial crime.
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Nevertheless, that document has never been delivered to Michèle HERZOG
– an extremely serious dirty trick!
We will limit ourselves here to have shown in this case that the share according
to the will of the deceased was impossible, because the inventory as a basis for
that share had been cunningly hidden. Whoever is interested in further research
on this case can look at Michèle HERZOG’s blog «égalité des citoyens» (google
search).
The cheaters make believe this real estate / financial case is complex, but it is
wrong. One only needs to produce the content of the required document number
203 to finally estimate how much the company is really worth. The «Judge»
COLELOUGH is smart – and he is one of the rare Swiss judges competent in
financial affairs. COLELOUGH is the number one magistrate of the Vaudois to
handle procedures related to finance, insurance and real estate. But he misuses his
talents.
In 2009, he went a bit too far in his effort to whitewash the former CEO of the
Banque Cantonal Vaudoise, Gilbert DUCHOUD, in the case of manipulated
accounts. His superiors partially denied him later.
In contrast, COLELOUGH’s former colleague at the college of Vaudois cantonal
judges, Christian DENYS, elected federal Judge in 2011, must have an inferiority
complex vis-à-vis the hotshot of Préverenges, because of the latter’s superior
skills in business. So as not to risk ridicule, DENYS will always confirm
COLELOUGH’s decisions reflexively. The federal «Judge» OBERHOLZER
seems to belong to a similar category.
Yet DENYS is not a naïve but honest Magistrate. In this case, he participated
twice to Michèle HERZOG’s procedure in his capacity as a federal «judge»,
among others in the criminal proceedings PE07.020536-STP /ECO / ECP dated
January 31st, 2011. But he did not have the honesty to spontaneously recuse
himself when the appeal by Mrs. HERZOG with the Federal Court had to be
treated (DENYS took his office as federal Judge during year 2011).
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Since the injured party, Mrs. HERZOG called a spade a spade, the crooked lawyer
Philippe REYMOND lodged a complaint for an alleged attack on his honor (for
which there really is none), while article 173.2 of the Swiss Penal Code states that
whoever speaks the truth cannot be sanctioned. Since May 2007, the lawyer
Philippe REYMOND has declared in writing having examined the document
number 203, which shows the inventory of the GALLAND & Cie SA shares on
December 31st, 2001 (realized by M. Michel NICOLET of Audict Fiduciaire SA,
mandated by REYMOND) and has said to have found everything okay. This is
false because Patrice GALLAND said via his lawyer WYLER on August 18, 2009
that he had never transmitted this accounting document to Philippe REYMOND.
Mrs. HERZOG has a legitimate right to complain about having been sold by her
lawyer Philippe REYMOND. The author of this book goes even further in
designating Philippe REYMOND as a mafia lawyer.
The botched investigation went one way and was led by the investigating «Judge»
Stéphane PARRONE who indicted Mrs. HERZOG on January 21st, 2008 for
defamation.
The key Magistrate in this case, COLELOUGH, condemned Michèle HERZOG
without feeling the least little disturbed about it on September 23, 2010 for her
having attacked the honor of Philippe REYMOND, although COLELOUGH has
never hidden being his close friend. The cantonal «Judges» Muriel EPARD,
Christian DENYS and Pierre-Henri WINZAP confirmed the perjury
conviction on January 31st, 2011 and on October 13, 2011, the federal «Judges»
Hans MATHYS, Roland Max SCHNEIDER and Laura JACQUEMOUDROSSARI rejected Michèle HERZOG’s appeal, Her request for a revision was
swept away on August 15, 2013 in an unusual short delay of a few days by the
cantonal «Judges» Bertrand SAUTEREL, Aleksandra FAVROD and Marc
PELLET, endorsed on November 3rd, 2014 by the insane federal «Judge» Hans
MATHYS.
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Since spring 2014, COLELOUGH resumed his position as a first instance Judge
in Lausanne (after modestly resigning as a cantonal «judge», following his love
affair with his colleague Yasmina BENDANI). It is at that first instance level that
procedural truths get forged. Strategically, it is probably a more advantageous
position for a Mafioso Judge, especially in combination to his close relationship
with his gangster bride Yasmina BENDANI and his Mafioso boyfriend Blaise
BATTISTOLO – all two VD cantonal «Judges». At the Federal Court, useful
idiots

such

as

Hans

MATHYS,

Christian

DENYS

and

Niklaus

OBERHOLZER will always corroborate the procedural truths in favor of this
Vaudois Mafia. No, it is not excessive to designate COLELOUGH as the SuperFranco-VERDA of the Vaudois.
One can reasonably presume that the possible infringement to his salary on being
degraded to a first instance «Judge» is largely compensated by his share in the
spoils of racketing.

The reader has the opportunity to learn more and directly from his victim of the
Vaudois judicial Mafia, Michèle HERZOG, in dialing her cell phone
0041 79 655 21 86.

Shots of the house
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The inscription on the mailbox indicates that COLELOUGH cohabits
with a named BENDANI

The luxury villa of COLELOUGH, access from the east
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COLELOUGH’s villa seen from the south, from the side of the chemin du Lac

South facade, seen from closer view
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A master cabin installed in one of the trees in COLELOUGH’s park
demonstrates the wealth of the residents, who probably have one or more
children.
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Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET
Jacqueline ALBANESI, called «la boulangère» announced herself to the
authorities as a late witness, after the publication of the judgement of PELLET
of June 27, 2008 in the mass media, saying that the triple murder in Vevey had
occurred on December 24, 2005 around noon. But she had served the Lady
physician Marie-José LÉGERET (who had been the doctor of her son Sébastien)
together with her mother Ruth LÉGERET at the bakery shop just before closing
it at 5 p.m. of that Christmas Eve. This has triggered off the revision trial, which
took place in March 2010 before the tables of the «Judge» COLELOUGH. This
Magistrate declared that witness to be not credible and confirmed on March 18,
2010 the condemnation of François LÉGERET to lifelong imprisonment, by
«copy/paste» of the judgement of PELLET. There existed still no formal
evidences nor confess – just «the inner conviction of the Judges». See:
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/legeret.htm

We have seen above that COLELOUGH is an intelligent Magistrate who is
misusing his talents. He is for sure more clever than the Attorney General VD,
Eric COTTIER. The author does not give any credit to COLELOUGH to think
that he had acted in this case in good faith according to his «inner conviction»,
because his motivation to cheat at the costs of François LÉGERET was very
concrete: to provide a tremendous service to the Architect of that judiciary crime,
to the Attorney General Eric COTTIER. Is it fact that that one has very rapidly
returned the favour to COLELOUGH, who was elected cantonal Judge on
recommendation of COTTIER (24 Heures of March 10, 2010), just after the trial
having taken place between March 1st and 5, 2010.
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Profile
Former «Judge» in Moudon, followed by passages of the position of «President»
at the Vaudois Eastern court in Vevey, at the Vaudois North court in Yverdonles-Bains and the district court of Lausanne. He was a candidate for the position
of cantonal «Judge» by the liberal party and elected by the Grand Conseil in spring
2010. - Army «Judge» = Politruk
COLELOUGH drew the attention of APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE IN 2001 for his
class justice, his judicial banditism (economical crime) and abuse of power in an
organized manner.
COLELOUGH presided François LÉGERET’s revision trial in March 2010 and
upheld his life imprisonment sentence for alleged triple murder, delivered earlier
by his accomplice Pellet, in re-producing his judgment by copying /pasting it.
He was one of the «judges» of the cantonal court who broke Laurent SÉGALAT’s
acquittal at the first instance trial to sentence him to 16 years in prison for alleged
murder.
COLELOUGH has been a close friend of the Lawyer Paul MARVILLE †, who
has been a Freemason. Thererfore it can be reasonably presumed that
COLELOUGH is himself a Freemason.

Hobbies:
Sailing. Owner of a yacht. Enter contests in international sailing.
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Some victims of this Mafia «Judge»:
François LÉGERET (Vaudois)
Laurent SÉGALAT (French)
Michel BURDET (Vaudois)
L. C. (Vaudoise with Italian origine)
Michèle HERZOG (Vaudoise)
Béchir SEBEI

List of references (observations collected since 2000):
Number of negative references: 18
Number of positive references: 1

COLELOUGH is without any doubt a corrupt Mafia Judge, acting on behalf
of the Freemasonry.
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